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NONLINEAR OSCILLATIONS IN SYSTEMS WITH 
LARGE STATIC DEFLECTION OF ELASTIC ELEMENTS 
NGUYEN VAN DAO 
Institute of Mechanics, NCNST of Vietnam 
ABSTRACT. In mechanical systems the static deflection of the elastic elements is usual 
not appeared in the equations of motion. The reason is that either a linear model of the 
elastic elements or their too small sta.tic deflection assumption was accepted. 
In the present paper both nonlinear model of elastic elements and their large static 
deflection are considered, so that the nonlinear terms in the equation of motion appear 
with different degrees or"smallness. In this case the nonlinearity of the system depends not 
only on the nonlinear characteristic of the elastic element but on its static deflection. The 
distinguishing feature of the system under consideration is that if .the elastic element has 
soft characteristic, the nonlinear system also belongs to the soft one. If the elastic element 
has hard characteristic, the system may be either soft or hard or neutral type, depending on 
the relation between the parameters of the elastic element and its static deflection. 
The autonomous .and non-autonomous systems have been studied. Analytical methods 
in combination with computer have been used. 
The problem of nonlinear oscillations of elastic structures with large static deflection in 
general, -and bea".ms, plates in particular, may be studied in a similar maner. 
' 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the simplest oscillatory system which consists of a mass M and the spring 
as shown in the Fig. 1. The spring supporting the mass is assumed to be nonlinear with the 
characteristic 
f(u) = c,u+ {3,u3 , 
Fig.t 
so that the spring force acting on the mass M is 
c, (Ll.- x) + {3, (Ll.- x) 3 , 
7 
(1.1) 
where c0 is a positive constant and ,80 is either positive (hard.characteristic) or negative (soft 
characteristic), tJ. is the deformation of the spring at the static equilibrium position. This position 
is chosen as the reference position. When x = 0, the spring force C0 !::J. +· ,80 !:l. 3 is equal to the 
gravitational force M g, that is 
Measuring the displacement x from the static equilibrium position with x chosen to be positive 
in the upward direction, and applying Newton's second law of motion to the mass M we obtain 
Mx + c,x + 3(3,6.2 x- 3(3, D.x2 + (3,x3 = 0. 
It is supposed that ,6. is large and xis enough small, so that in comparison with linear terms, ,80 x 3 
is a small quantity of second degree and {30 tJ.x2 is of the first degree of smallness: 
X 
6. = 0(£), 
where E: is a small positive parameter. In this case {30 !::J.2 x is finite. 
Taking into account the viscous damping force h0 X and exciting force P(t, x) which are both 
assumed to be small quantities of second degree and introducing the notation 
2 c, + 3(3,6.2 
w = M • e
2 f(t,x) = ~P(t,x), (1.2) 
we can write the equation of :motion of the mass M in the form: 
(1.3) 
In comparison with the classical Duffing equation, in the equation (1.3) the small terms appear 
with different degrees, most of them are of second degree of smallness. From the structure of the 
equat.ion (1.3) one can predict that the influence of the forces on the motion of the mass M can 
be found in the second approximation of the solution. Some studies of stationary forced and 
parametric oscillations in the systems described by the equation of type (1.3) are given in [1, 2]. 
In the present paper a more general equation will be investigated. 
·· 2 · 2 2F( ( ) . ) x + w x = eryx + e . r, p r , x, x , (1.4) 
where r is a slow time r = et, F( r, <p(rL x, X) is the periodic function relatively to tp with period 
21r which can be represented in the form 
N 
F( ") "' '""F. ( ") T, <p, X 1 X = L._, e r~ 1"1 X 1 X • 
n=-N 
The coefficients of this expansion F,_ ( r, x, X) are polynoms of x, :i:. It is assumed that the momentary 
frequency v(r) = d<p is slowly changed over the time and that Fn(r, x, x), v(r) have an enough 
dt . 
number of derivatives relatively tor for all finite values of r. We will be specially interested in the 
study of the resonance zone when w is near to Ev, where p and q are integers. 
q 
2. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM 
First, we study a special case of tl\e equation (1.4) when F( r, 'P( r), x, x) does not depend on 
time: 
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' 1 
' 
F(r, <p(r), x, :i:) = Q(x, :i:). (2.1) 
Following to the asymptotic method of nonlinear oscillation [3, 4] the solution of the equation ( 1.4) 
in this case will be found in the form 
X= a COS e + w, (a, e)+ e2 u, (a, e)+ ... (2.2) 
where ttt(a, 0) are periodic functions of() with period 211'" which do not contain the first harmonics 
sin fJ, cos e, and a, () satisfy the equations: 
da 2 ( ) 
-=eA1 (a)+•A2a + ... , dt 
de 
- = w + eB1 (a) + <2 B2(a) + ... dt 
(2.3) 
Substituting these expressions into the equation (1.4) and comparing the coefficients of e and 
e-2 we have: 
(2.4) 
where R(O, Bd = R(A 1 , 0) ::::: 0. Comparing the coefficients of the harmonics in the first equation 
of (2.4) gives: 
la.z 1 u, = -(1-- cos 2e). 
2w2 3 
Comparing the first harmOnics sin 0, and cos 0 in the second equation of (2.4) yields: 
Az = _ _!c(sine.Q(acose,-awsine)), 
w 
1 [ . 5 ,2a3] B2 = -- (cos eQ(a cos e, -aw sm e) + ~ - 2- , wa 12 w 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where (f) is averaged valued on time of the function f. We consider now two important·examples: 
Example 1. Duffing equation 
Supposing that Q(x, :i:) = -hx- [3x3 , we obtain 
" B = -a2 2 2w ' (2. 7) 
Thus, in the second approximation we have 
,a2 1 
x =a cosO+ e--2 (1 ~- cos2B), 2w 3 (2.8) 
where a and () are determined from the equations 
da e2 
- = -~ha 
dt 2 ' 
de •'a 2 
-=w+-a. 
dt 2w 
(2.9) 
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The oscillations are damped with the frequency depending on the amplitude. With the growth of 
time the momentary frequency dB either increases if a < 0 or decreases if a > 0 or is a constan,t if 
dt 
a = 0. This is a distingguishing feature of the system with large static deflection. The parameter 
a depends on the parameters c0 1 /30 (spring) and Ll (static deflection). 
Example 2. Van- der- Pol equation 
It is assumed that Q(x, X) = -f3x3 + D(l- x2 ):i: 1 where D is a positive constant. We have 
aD ( a2) A2 = 2 1-4, 
and the equations of the second approximation are 
(2.10) 
The oscillation is self-excited with a constant amplitude a0 = 2. The essential difference in 
comparison with the classical Van - der - Pol oscillator is that the momentary frequency depends 
on the parameter a which can be either positive or negative or zero. 
3. NON-STATIONARY NON-AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM 
The approximate solution of the equation (1.4) in general case will be found in the form 
(3.1) 
where B = !!_<p + ,P and ui(r1 a, ip, B) are periodic functions of rp 1 B with period 2:rr and do not q 
contain the 1first harmonics cosB, sinO. The unknown functions a and ,P satisfy the equations: 
~; = sA 1(r, a, ,P) + s 2 A 2 (r, a, ,P) + ... , 
dd,P = w- ~v(r) + sB1{ r,a, .P) + s 2 B 2 (r, a, ,P) + ... t q 
(3.2) 
By substituting the expressions (3.1) and (3.2) into the equation {1.4) and comparing the 
coefficients of e and e:2 we obtain 
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' 
2 • a2 a2 
2 ( ) a u, ( ) u, 2 u, 2 ( . e) 
1/ T Bp; +2wv r apa"e +w 3()2 +w u2 =2aJUJcosB+F r,r.p,acosfJ)-awsm 
[( p ) aAz . a A, a A, a A, 2 ] w- -v(r) a·'· - ZawB2 +A, -a + B 1-- + --- aB 1 cos e q 'I' a a.p ar 
[( p ) aB2 aB, aB, aB,l + w--v(r) a--+2wA2+2A,B,+aA,--+aB1 --+a-- sine q a.p aa a,p ar 
{ 
3 2 u 3 2 u B2 u B2 u a2 
- 2w ara~ + 2v(r) ara~ + 2v(r)A 1 aaa~ + 2wA 1 aaa~ + 2v(7 )B1 a'P~~ 
B a
2
u, ( p ( )) (aB1 au, aA 1 au,) au 1 dv(r)} + 2w 1-- + w- -v r ---- + ---- + -----
ae2 q a,p ae a,p aa a'P dr · (3.4) 
The unknown functions A1, B1 and U 1 will be determined from the equation (3.3). By 
comparing the coefficients of harmonics in (3.3) we obtain: 
A1 =0, B1 = 0, 
1a2 1 
u = -(1- -cos2e) 1 2w2 3 , (3.5) 
Analogeously, we can find A2, Bz and U 2 from the equation (3._4) for the general form of the 
function F(r, <p, x, X). Howev~r, we will concentrate attention on two important cases: 
Case 1. The passage of the system through the principal resonance zone 
It is supposed that the function F(r, r.p, x, :i:) is of the form . 
F(r, <p, x, x) = -hx- (3x3 + Esin <p(t), p = q = 1, 
where E is a constant. In this case the equation (3.4) becomes: 
a2 u a2u 8 2 u 
v
2 (r) --f + 2wv(r) --1 + w2 --{ + w 2u 2 = 2a/U 1 cos 0 +haw sin 0- f3a 3 cos3 0 ap apae · ao 
+ Esin<p(t)- [(w- v(r)) aa~2 - ZawBz] cose + [(w- v(r))a aa~' + 2wA2 ] sine. 
Comparing the coefficients of sin 0 and cos 0 in (3. 7) we obtain 
( ( ) ) a A, 3 . w- v r a,pM - 2awBz = -aa - Esm 1/J) 
aB, (w- v(r))a a,p + ZwA2 =-haw- Ecos,P, 
Solving these equations we have 
3 512 
a=-(3--
4 6w 2 
ha E 
Az = --- cos,P, 
2 w+v(r) 
B ·a 2 E . ·'· 2 = -a + I ( )) sm.,. 2w aw+vr 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Comparing the coefficients of the other harmonics in (3.7} and solving the equation obtained 
we get 
1 ( 1 2 f3) 3 u, = --2 - 2 +- a cos30. 16w 3w 2 (3.9) 
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Thus, in the second"" approximation we have: 
qa2 1 ) 
X= a cos&+ - 2-(1-- cos20 1 
. 2w 3 
a= 'I'{ I)+ ,&(1), {3.10) 
where a and '¢ satisfy the equations: 
da 2 [h E J 
- = -• -a+ ( ) cos ,P , dl 2 w+vr 
d,P <2<> 2 <2E . 
-=w-v(r)+-a + [ ( )Jsm,P. & ~ aw+vr 
(3.11) 
These equations are solved on the personal computer by using the finite difference method for 
&2 h e 2 E e2a. e2 o: 
the parameters - = 0.5 · 10-3 , - 2- = 0.158 · 10-
3 and -
2 
= +0.1 (Fig. 2), -
2 
= -0.1 
w w w w 
v {Fig. 3) with the initial values: I = 0, a0 = 10-5 , ,P, = 0. The parameter ry = - for Fig. 2 is 
w 
ry = 0.97 + w-61 (curve 1, !::.1 = 0.04), 'I = 0.97 + 10-51 (curve 2, !::.1 = 0.4), 'I = 1.03- w-6 1 
(curve 3), 'I= 1.03-10-51 (curve 4) andforFig.3is 'I= 1.02-10-61 (curve 1), ry = 1.02-10-5 1 
(curve 2), 'I= 0.97 + w-6 1 '(curve 3, !::.1 = 0.04), 'I= 0.97 + 10-51 (curve 4, !::.1 = 0.4). 
The stationary amplitudes corresponding to the constant values of the frequency v are present-
"2"' ed in the Fig. 4 for the values mentioned above of/, E and - 2 = +0.1 (curve 1), a = 0 (curve w 
<2<> 
2), - 2 = -0.1 (curve 3). The heavy (dashed) lines in this figure correspond to the stability w 
(instability) of oscillations. 
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Comparing the Figs 2, 3 and Fig. 4 it is seen that increasing the velocity of passing through 
the resonance, the maximum of the amplitudes decreases and less peaks appear after the resl)nance 
peak. The maximum of the amplitudes of stationary oscillations is biggest. 
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Case 2. Passing of the system through the parametric resonance 
Assuming that the function F(r, p, x, i:) has the form 
F(r, <p, x, x) = -hx- {Jx3 +ex cos p(t); p = 1, q = 2, 
where e is a constant. In this case the equation for determination of A 2 , B2 and u 2· is 
By comparing the coefficients of cos & and sine in (3.13) we have 
( 1 ) BA 2 3 ea w- 2v(r) a.p - 2awB2 = -aa + 2 cos 2¢, 
( 1 ) BB2 ea . w- -v(r) a--+ 2wA2 =-haw- - sm 2¢, 2 a.p 2 
3 5-y2 
where a = ~ f3 - --2 • From these equations we obtain 4 6w 
A h ea . 2 =--a- --sm2¢ 
2 2v(r) ' 
aa2 e 
B2 =-- -(-) cos2¢. 2w 2v t 
Hence, the equations of the second approximation become 
da o2 ( ea . ) 
- = -- ha + -- sm 2¢ , 
dt 2 v(r) 
d¢ v(r) ~2 a 2 e2 e 
- = w- -- + -a - --cos 2¢. dt 2 2w 2v(r) 
(3.12) 
(3.14) 
{3.15) 
~2 e e 2 h 
These equations are solved on the personal computer for the parameters --2 = 8.9 · 10-
3
, - = 
2w w 
d "
2 
a (F' ) 02 " (F' ) d . h h . . . . . 0.002 an - 2 = 0.02 I g. 5 , - 2- = -0.02 Ig. 6 an Wit t e Initial condition t = 0, ao = 0.09, w w 
. v(t) 5 ) 5 
.Po = 0. For the case of F1g. 5: I'= 
2
w = 1 + 10- t (curve 1 , I'= 1 + 2 · 10- t (curve 2) and for 
the case of Fig.6: I'= 1- 10-5 1 (curve 1), I'= 1-2 · 10-51 (curve 2) 
4. CONCLUSION 
The nonstationary autonomous and non- autonomous systems with large static deflection of 
elastic elements have been examined. It is turned out that, Althrough the elastic elements are non-
linear, the systems under consideration can become either nonlinear with different characteristics 
or linear, depending on the relation between the parameters of the elastic elements and their static 
deflections. The passage of the systems through the principal and parametric resonances has been 
investigated. With the growth of the velo~ity of passing through the resonance the maximum of 
amplitudes decreases and less peaks appear after the resonance pe.ak. 
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The most inter-esting phenomenon in the systems under consideration is that their nonlinearity 
depends not only on the nonlinear characteristic of the spring as in the classical theory but also 
on the static deflection .6.. Namely1 
If the spring has soft chasracter.istic (.B < 0) then the system under consider action also belongs 
to the soft type with more soft characteristic 1 because 
3 s1 2 
Q = -/3-- < 0. 
4 6w2 
When the spring has hard characteristic {,B > 0), the system under consideration belongs to the 
hard type if 
(4.1) 
and to the soft type if 
(4.2) 
and to the neutral type if 
(4.3} 
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DAO DQNG PHI TUYEN TRONG cAc Hij; c6 DQ DAN TINH LGN 
Vi~c k~ den d? dan tinh 16-n trong h~ dao d<?ng phi tuye'n nhd dlin t&i phrrcrng trinh chuyen 
d?ng c6 d<fng d~c bi~t, trong d6 cic sO hif11g phi tuye'n xu it hi~n v&i d.c dQ nhd khic nhau O(e) va 
O(e2). Ke't qui Ia d? ctl-ng ella h~ kh.io sit thay d5i 1 tUy thu9c vita ttrcrng quan gilra c<ic thOng sO 
ella yeu t8 dim hBi va d9· diin tinh ella n6. Ching h{tn 1 ye'u tO dan h6i c6 d~c tru·ng cll-ng, dtrCtng 
c9ng hrrbng c6 th~ mang d~c tnrng m~m n€u gilra cic thOng sb crla h~ c6 sv phv thu9c {4.2). 
Bai toin cv th~ trlnh bay o- diy g((i H!n Sl! ck thie't phii xem xet chi tie't hcrn van d~ dao 
d9ng cda c<ic ke't cau dan hbi; cic d'am, tS:m c6 d9 vOng tinh l&n. 
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